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When Fairy Tales End 

"And though the nightmares should be over 
Some of the terrors are still intact 

I'll hear that ugly coarse and violent voice 
And then he grabs me from behind and pulls me back!" 

Meatloaf (Bat out of Hell 2) 

Suddenly, everything changed. 

The room echoed in a ghostly silence as he painfully 
clutched my shoulders and forced me up against my bed
room wall. "Where the hell are they?" he hissed with rage 
burning blood-red in his eyes. Holding my tears and mask
ing my terror, I steadied my voice to a whisper. "You're 
scaring me." 

And suddenly, everything changed. 

The tension and savage hostility faded as quickly as it 
had appeared. As an unearthly gentleness swept across his 
face, he lovingly caressed my cheek and apologized. "You 
know I'd never hurt you, don't you?" Still shaken, I could 
only look away. With a voice overwhelmed with regret and 
tear-filled eyes overflowing with compassion, he swore "I 
would never try to force you into something you weren't 
ready to do. I promise." Hidden within the golden hue of 
childish ignorance, I couldn't help but to believe him. 

And then, everything changed. 

As he whispered romantic compliments and casually low
ered me onto my bed, a wave of confusion rushed over me. 
Seconds later my t-shirt was violently ripped off and thrown 
on to the floor. The room swam with hateful colors and 
images as I tried desperately to understand what went 
wrong. In an attempt to regain control, I pried him off of 
me and began to protest, but my words suffocated as his 
hand closed tightly over my mouth. My body stiffened, my 
pulse raced and thousands of questions whirled in my mind. 

Remembering his promise, T squirmed out of his grasp 
and quickly sat up. /\!though I told him "No!" in hundreds 
or difft•n•n1 wavs, there wasn'L any visible sign of compr 

hension, just a distant, icy glare radiating from his eyes. 
This time he threw me down harder, and before I had a 
chance to react he was holding me in place with a pillow 
over my head. With tears soaking the pillow and my body 
cringing in pain, my mind traveled back through endless 
fantasies to the days of happy fairy tale endings. 

And then, everything changed. 

It was a bewitching, moonlit summer night. The sky was 
embroidered with millions of shimmering stars while the 
mournful sounds of crickets echoed within my black and 
ominous bedroom. With a knife to my wrist and tear 
drenched mascara burning my eyes, the beauty of the night 
was forgotten. My entire world was filled with a terrible 
numbness that made me feel like I had already died. I longed 
for pain. I wanted to feel something so badly that all I 
could think of was slashing my wrists until the blood washed 
away the memories of the afternoon. Instead, I cried until 
morning. 

As children, we grow up surrounded in the bliss of per
fect, childhood moments and happy endings, but what hap
pens when the fairy tales end? What happens when dreams 
are ripped away by the rising sun and nightmares awake to 
take their place? What happens when the pages of the books 
turn to dull yellow and crumble into dust? What happens 
when the fairy tales end and all you can do is ask "Why?" 

Zina 



Alone 

Loneliness is all around me, I can not hide 

It traps me in a room, with only one window to look outside 

I see people come and go, but to them, I'm invisible 

I don't know why they can't see me 

I don't know why I'm so lonely 

Hung Nguyen 
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Overalls 

His name was Don, this man who painted 
my house in light green. Green for salty 
seas, green for relaxation. 
His name, like a truck driver's, but still 
on my tongue it was art. I slouched 
before he came, bent with bad posture. 
Now I sit up, breasts out, back arched, 
something pulling me from above. 
His eyes demanded it. 
And his job, so unromantic, was done like 
a whisper - fluid and soft-spoken. 

Don whispered, and I smiled. 
He wore white overalls, stained in magic 
colors. Stained like my head with 
thoughts of his brush's stroke 
up my torso, or a trickle of red 
down my neck. The rag in his pocket, 
a painter's necessity, could have tied 
my hands. Things could have happened. 
But I just smiled, and bathed, and ate, 
and thought of a painter's overalls, 
draped on the edge of my bed. 

Kelly Mooney 

Garlic and Gloves 

I met my old lover 
at the grocery store. 
I spotted him 
between 
the garlic & gloves 
his eyes at first 
were warm and welcoming, 
then his eyes drifted 
to my hands 
which held 
a 
box 
of tampons 
and a dark chocolate bar 
with disgust 
his eyes drifted 
towards the 
garlic & gloves 
disappointed 
as always 
that I am a 
woman 

Lisa Granby 



The Secret 

They said he killed chickens 

With his bare hands 

Down there in that creepy-dark 

And for years 

I believed them, my grandmother, aunt and mother 

But when I looked up into my grandfather's twinkling 

brown eyes 

I couldn't tell 

Did my grandfather mass murder chickens 

In the basement? 

Did he choke them dead 

With the same hands 

He used to pat my head? 

Grandfather! 

Why do you kill the chickens in the basement? 

Grandmother, auntie and mother say you do 

Grandfather laughed loud and clear 

Smoke from his pipe circled 

And flowed out through his nose 

Tnto the air 

Like a dragon, he breathed fire 

And in a flash, I was gone 

Heart racing, panting, knees-knocking 

I grabbed the flashlight 

I had to know 

If there were chickens lying dead in the basement! 

Down the basement steps I bounded 

Pulling the string of light 

As I passed 

The basement took on an eerie sheen 

My shadow soared 

Against the walls and 

It's seeping out under the doors 

It's .. .It's ... Why it's Grandmother! 

I peered again through the hole and saw that it wasn't 

chicken blood! 

It was Grandmother smoking one of Grandfather's pipes 

The door flung open 

And there she stood 

Like the mother of all dragons 

Smoke pouring out of every body opening 

Her eyes spit fire at me 

I dropped the flashlight 

And ran up the basement steps 



Out the side porch door 

Into the fresh air and inhaled deeply 

Mother was picking tomatoes in the garden 

She took one look at my face 

And said, "I hope you weren't in the basement 

You know Grandpa kills chickens down there." 

"Yes I know," I said. 

Deborah Surace 

Beyond Tuba City 

From the painted desert colors stretch 

from mauves to dusty rose 

pale pink until cliffs dim 

and blur like tumbleweed. 

Every landscape presents itself 

before settling into memory. 

Clouds of angel wings spread feathers 

in the whitening sky. 

The true west is composed of shale towers 

green snake rivers below 

those cliff palaces where long ago 

the dwellers lived in its carved rooms 

keeping the communal fire glowing. 

They knew how far to the next mesa 

where not to go, where to pass quickly 

across arid land, the true moon walk. 

Each autumn gold drops from trees. 

Deer present themselves in prayer 

about a salt lick and tribal women 

record the moon of the night hunt 

and ribbons of the night sky. 

Harriet Susskind 



"Quiet" she exclaimed loudly, "I need silence" and then she 

continued to talk on and on loudly and about nothing in 

particular, perhaps to fill that very silence she had said she 

desired, and on she talked destroying every moment of 

silence as though silence was an enemy to be conquered 

and finally she left and the absence of her voice brought 

the silence crashing on our ears. 

Sally De Coninck 

Peaches and Dreams 

Inside the restaurant, it was sort of dark. I think that's 
why I chose it. Everyone in the surrounding booths were 
like characters out of a mystery novel, looking suspicious 
and rat-like, with low-rimmed hats and beady eyes. This is 
a place where people always leave their gum under the table. 
My mind was wandering. The kid at the booth across from 
us asked his dad where hamburgers came from. The meat 
comes from cows, I wanted to say. The cows are raised to 
be slaughtered like nothings. 

All my mom ordered was a caesar salad and iced tea. I 
got a brownie sundae. My mother looked very nice today. 
For a switch, she was out of sweat pants and into jeans. 
And she borrowed one of my shirts which made her look 
younger. "Have you been gaining weight?" she asked me. I 
shook my head. "Are you still smoking?" she asked. Moth
ers are in love with questions. She kept staring at the menu. 
No eye contact. 

"Yeah," I said. "I smoke like a goddamn chimney." She 
looked at me, her eyes saying, where did you pick up that 
language? "Restaurants are built to facilitate talking. Moth
ers and daughters talk, don't they?" She finally looked at 
me with seriousness. I saw concern, which always seemed 
hidden behind accusations. "I guess I'll start. O.K. Uhh, 
the dream I keep having ... the dream where I am a tree. 
This sounds so silly. A peach tree I think. I can see my eyes 
on the trunk. But my skin is bark." My mother started 
chewing her thumbnail. I went on. "I only have two fruits 
but they're so beautiful and round and ripe. But 
one ... everytime one falls off. When it hits the ground, it 
thumps. And then it cracks open. And I guess it starts 
bleeding or something. But all the fruit and pulpy stuff 
floats away and this huge pit just sits there." Too much 
came out. I had a lot of spit in my mouth. "It's a freakish 
dream. Maybe it's a nightmare really. Maybe I'm psycho." 

Mom started playing with her croutons. "I'm not the same 
to you anymore am I?" she asked me. Her eyes looked wet, 
cloudy, about to pour. "When was it exactly that I changed 
so much, huh?" 



She was different to me. More like a lump of clay, some
thing you could take pieces out of, little balls that always 
fell off the table and got trampled into the rug. My mother 
was squished between the ridges of my shoes. 

Sometimes my mom leaves her prosthesis laying around. 
It's almost kind of funny, like a floating breast. Then some
times, it just looks like a sculpture made to be too perfect. 
About a week ago I dyed my hair black, as black as a crow. 
When my mom saw it she threw her prosthesis at me. I 
swear to God, it knocked the wind out of me. Right in the 
gut. I never realized until that moment how heavy breasts 
are. 

I had the first nightmare, dream, a couple of weeks after 
my mom came home from the hospital. I went out and got 
stoned with my boyfriend and then I slept at his house. 

... the wind feels so good on my branches and i can hear all 
my leaves rustling ... sometimes i will sway a little and then 
other times i am happy to be still and silent. . .i only have 
two fruits this year but they are magnificent...i won't let 
anyone pick them ... 

The day mom came home from the hospital, my boyfriend 
brought her a huge fruit basket with plums, peaches and 
nectarines. There were walnuts in there too. My mom loves 
to eat. The gesture seemed petty. You wouldn't bring fruit 
to a man who had his balls cut off. "My mother 
doesn't want fruit," I told him. "What she needs is all her 
parts intact. Men are so goddamn inconsiderate." 

"She's dealing with this fairly well if you ask me," he 
said. "She doesn't need you freaking out about severed 
breasts. I don't see you running to comfort her, seeing as 
you're the only fucking person who knows what she needs." 

"Don't swear at me, you prick ." I took all the fruit out of 
the basket and pitted all of them before my mom could eat 
them. Imagine the disappointment of eating fruit and com
ing upon the ugly hard pit. I left all the pits scattered in 
the sink. 

Later that night, I was at my boyfriend's house. He kept 
touching my chest. He loves to do that. But I was so un
comfortable. I could feel an emptiness, as if my left breast 
were gone, and I could actually feel it missing. Like one 

hand was on my breast, and the other was on flat land, 
without even a nipple. I left his house, leaving him hard 
and frustrated. Maybe I could go to mother, I thought. I 
could slide things back into working order. Sometimes I 
love to lay my head on her lap. No way. Acid rose through 
my chest. I though of that empty space so close to my head 
and I had to go and vomit. 

. .. one of my fruit fell off of me today .. .i could feel it falling 
and could feel it hit the ground ... all my branches are so 
long but i couldn't even reach down and swoop it back up .. .i 
could even hold my own fruit... 

Mother's scar is ugly. But she still likes to show people. 
She will show just about anyone that evokes the slightest 
amount of curiosity. I mean, I have a huge scar on my 
thigh from a burn when I was younger. But that's different. 
My thigh is still my thigh. There was no rot from the in
side. Nothing that had to be removed. Cancer never 
touched it. 

The day we went out to eat, my mom caught me. I had 
been in her room and I saw her prosthesis on the dresser. 
Of course it was heavy. I immediately thought of a Christ
mas ham, with pineapple rings, soaking in it's own juices. 
The thing that really killed me about it was the flesh color
ing. A mockery. This isn't the real thing. Like anyone 
would ever think it was this real breast. But there was no 
blatant nipple on it. Just a little bump at the tip. I took it 
from her dresser and went into my room. I undressed and 
sat in front of my wall mirror. 

My breasts were never as big as my mom's. But as my 
boyfriend says, I still have a nice set. I covered my left 
breast with my hand and tried to imagine an empty space. 
There was no way. I laid back, watching my breasts fall to 
each side, and sat up again. I put the prosthesis up to my 
breast and held it there, trying to get some kind of feel for 
the texture. A foreign smoothness. My mom came in just 
then, her hair tucked behind her ears the way I wear mine. 
There was no dark, deep hole I could crawl into. Her eyes 
were her eyes. They had seen. Before I turned my head 
away, I saw her smile a little. A nice smile, not a mean one. 
She dropped some clean clothes on my bed and left, never 
eyeing me again. It just doesn't feel cool when your mom 
catches you playing with her left breast. 



. . .i see other trees and other fruit...mine is still on the 
ground ... but there is a crack in it and i see some 
of the juice ... my pulp is going ... all the peach flesh. .. all the 
skin ... 

I stole a couple croutons from my mom's salad. My tears 
had dried up and left my face tight. I hate that. I hate 
crying and then having my face feel like some sun dried 
prune. 

... now there is no skin left on the fruit ... every inch is 
gone ... the only thing left is the big pit. .. 

My mom pushed the rest of her salad away and then rum
maged through her purse. She took out one of her hor
mone pills and swallowed it with some Mountain Dew. When 
we got sick of the restaurant, we split. Just looking at my 
mom, you could never tell she had her breast cut off. 

In the car, I searched for a good tape. Ants in my pants, 
I thought. Can't sit still with mother around. 

"I'm not dumb, you know," she said. It was weird. Kind 
of like a half-mumble, half-yell. "I know this has screwed 
you up, but what I don't understand is why I'm such a freak 
all of the sudden. You don't even hug me anymore. The 
cancer is gone." 

"Hey, I never called you a freak." 

"This morning, I caught you. You're damn right I caught 
you. And you're damn right I knew what you were doing. I 
know all about emptiness because I felt it." 

How could I sink into the seat? Maybe if I squeezed my
self down .. .if I tightened all my muscles and then ... maybe 
if I just relax I can sink. 

"We can't play games here," she said. "No, I'm not an 
inanimate object. Jesus, I'm still alive. I'm one of the ones 
who made it out." Her hand went to my knee. "See, you 
can feel my hand. I made it out, for you." 

Of course I started crying again. "I really don't even think 
boobs are that cool to begin with." The list was long, you 
see. So much to catch up on. She answered questions with 

Bill Drojak 



Mike Ross 
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Mike Ross 



Mike Ross 

endless patience. Putty can't have patience, I realized then. 
I peeled her off my shoe. 

When we got back to the house, my mom showed me all 
the pits I had taken out of various fruits in the house. She 
had collected all of them, even from the first fruit basket. 
"You don't clean up very well after yourself, now do you?" 
she asked me. I told her to stop nagging. "What are you 
going to do with them?" she asked. I shrugged. 

She went into the living room, reached down into her bra 
and made some kind of adjustment. "This thing annoys 
the hell out of me sometimes. Why don't you put dinner in 
the oven. Your dad is probably hungry." 

"What are we having?" I asked. 

"Ham," she mumbled. Then she yawned. I had to start 
laughing. It's weird how everything seems to tie together 
so neatly. I took the pits and went outside and got a hand 
shovel. Then I buried all of them in a kind of mass grave. I 
let the dirt get under my fingernails. It felt a little silly, but 
when all the goddamn pits were covered with dirt, I felt 
like doing a cheer. There was no more empty space. I had 
just filled it up. 

... the pit is hard, i can tell .. .i can see the orange colors, the 
yellow, the red ... all the striations stand out...i can almost 
feel the texture even though my branches are still in 
place ... the ridges, then the valleys ... the pit seems to be sink
ing into the ground ... sometime soon i'll definitely have a 
neighbor ... 

Kelly M. Mooney 



Buddha In The Chair 

Sunstricken, caught in the clear, 
he was strapped by ankle and wrist 
to a chair encircled with stupefied eyes. 
There, skinned past the loincloth, 
he considers risking the air to hum 
fresh tunes to mineral ears 
glassed out of silence before him, 
mute as their red-grooved tongues; 
or to say nothing, to bespeak 
an unblinking silence, the instance. 
He inhales as they hang there-
flat-nosing the glass, craving 
the word to explain, the sign-
blind to his breath's deathless grin. 

James H. Hancock 

To Le 



G-Day 

I 

Our Cobra escorted Blackhawks 
Flew low and map of the Earth. 
The mission settled abdomen deep 
And hardened as silca-rich chert. 

Perhaps it was the c-rats 
Or stomaching all that sand, 
But I remember caustically 
How close we flew to land. 

Floating twenty or thirty feet 
Observing all within the zone. 
Smoking, turret-less tanks 
Painted with blood and bone. 

The desert, an open casket 
Scattered with dead men. 
Tens became hundreds, 
We lost simplicity then. 

Virgin thoughts flirted 
Plucking every shred of training, 
Urgent drills and rehearsals 
Frantically braced me for landing. 

The birds bolted south 
Cobras clearing the way. 
I wondered then, 
How long we'd have to stay. 

II 

Our patrol moved quickly 
Searching for camouflaged positions. 
We kept watchful eye 
For hints of enemy missions. 

Minefields, the greatest threat 
To one bad step or trip. 
Beyond, forward the trenches, 
Webs of constantina razor strips. 

Every step was precisly aware 
Of Earthy three pronged Betties.* 
Toe-poppers* too 
Buried, patient, and steady. 

Engineers cleared a path 
Into the trenches. 
Kill or be killed, 
Never lower your defenses. 

I was anxious that day, 
Nervous and scared. 
Terrified of fighting 
The enemy that wasn't there. 

Allah be praised, I thought 
God, you too-
That day crept forward 
To being here, now, with you. 

Richard S. Ranke 

• Bouncing-Betties: Mines used to maim or kill personnel. When stepped on, the mine will shoot from the
earth about four or five feet and then blow up.

• Toe-poppers: Smaller mines used to maim personnel by means of losing front part of foot or more.

The Medicine Man 

The circle of believers 
sit around the fire 

waiting, 
expecting, 

anticipating 
the ceremony to begin. 
All is silence 
then slowly, 

slowly, 
softly, 

softly, 
the drums beat the rhythm 

tap, 
tap, 

tap, 
The dancers rise 
and circle the fire 

slowly, 
slowly, 

gracefully, 
gracefully. 

A soft chant plays 
across their lips 

whisper, 
whisper. 

The music slowly 
builds in intesity 

boom, 
BOOM, 

B O O M
getting faster, 

faster, 
louder, 
louder. 

The dancers keep pace 
with the rhythm 
their movements getting more 

rapid, 
rapid, 

powerful, 
powerful. 

Kelly Welker 

Feet are stomping, 
hands are waving, 
bodies twist and turn. 
Faces are lifted towards 
the sky and they are 

chanting, 
chanting, 

chanting. 
The fire rises to 
soaring heights blazing 

hotter, 
hotter. 

The painted bodies 
begin to sweat as 
the dance builds up 
to a frenzy 

faster, 
faster, 

louder, 
louder. 

Suddenly in the midst 
of it all he appears, 

the medicine man. 
The medicine man. 
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The Storm 

An ice covered weeping willow lies deathly still ... 

What foul beast has raped me this night 

Leaving his ice-cold blood that courses through these 

veins 

That attempt to reach out like crystal tentacles 

Searching for warmth and light 

An arctic wind howls as it whips around me 

In a vicious dance of death 

Like a predator, it tears at my extremities 

Piece by piece, severing, dismembering, humbling 

This once proud form 

What has become of me, protector and shelter of life? 

Shall it end like those who have fallen around me? 

Towering monuments of neatly stacked cord 

Attesting to the helplessness to resist 

This paralyzing embrace 

Of a lover's first kiss? 

Deborah Surace 



This Speeding Train 

I don't remember buying a ticket, or 

getting on, I was just suddenly here. 

I'm not sure where I started, where I am, 

or where I'm going, but I'm getting there 

fast, too fast. 

It doesn't seem I was always moving this 

quickly or that the beginning of the ride 

was so long ago. 

Have I really been going for 21 years? 

Have that many people passed in and 

out of my life, that I don't remember all 

their names or faces? 

They've always told me that I'm in control, 

but it seems I'm just here, watching the 

people, wondering to myself if I'll be as 

miserable, or as happy as they seem to be. 

They say the ride has really only begun and 

eventually I'll have all the answers I need, 

but probably not all the answers I want. 

"Follow the signs, and keep on track, and you 

will get where you want to go." 

Though I know this in my head, my heart only 

sees those passing trees go by faster 

and faster and I wonder when will 

this speeding train slow down and let 

me take it all in. 

Will it happen before the ride is over? 

Heather Finnegan 

The Library 

I went back to the shelf twice, maybe 

three, or four times, all for the same book. 

And each time, way up high, I reached, 

and felt my stockings pull a little. 

My skirt lifted up with each stretch, 

with every little hop to get at it. 

The book, of course, was heaven high, 

and I had to get one of those step stools. 

I lifted one leg up, and bent at the knee, 

I pulled myself up to get the better view. 

And between the aisles and stacks, 

I could see a couple kissing, the tongues 

flashed once, and my book was 

forgotten for a moment. My eyes flew back 

to my stack, and I looked down for balance, 

only to see someone glancing under my skirt, 

reading my thighs. 

Kelly Mooney 



BLACKBOOTS 

Laced tight, sparkling bright 
shoe shine boy put your back into it 
Left to right, pop that rag 
to the tune of your whistle 
BLACK BOOTS SING 
Tell the tale untold 
did you witness 
the fall of a giant? 
Goliathe I'm told 
Were you worn 
as Tubman 
in her quest to be free? 
You left Paris for 
Vietnam 
One came home, the other in glory 
Black boot tell your story 
Stood with Louis 
Kneeled with Malcolm 
DUSTY, BOTTOMLESS, AND TORN 
You have walked and witnessed 
the greatest struggles of my ancestors 
Witnessed and walked 
Talk the talk black boot 
I will listen ... 

Patricia Beard 

WHEN NUMBNESS FILLS THE AIR 

Troubled days are coming near 
to crush my soul and bring a :ear. 

I have often thought this day would come 
for you and me, the deal is done. 

No more laughter, no more fears 
we'll think alone while sipping beers. 

In hopes to lose this horrid day 
we raise a glass, we're on our way. 

It's different now, the mood is torn 
we tell stories while feeling warm. 

Hidden memories will come and pass 
on mornings after, its time to fast. 

Sick with hatred, unseen by one 
packed with devotion and loved by none. 

This rhyme's the same for all of you 
I'll say no more, you've been there too. 

Mike Hilbert 



University 

Angles of a pristine structure 

Ivy caresses the stones' intent 

Earth colors become sentimental, 

a sense of fall is wakening the giant 

History dwells in these profound walls of stone, 

the weathered days of the past 

Deemed worthy of a culture 

The halls reverberate with grace, 

stones of knowledge handled into place, the everlasting ... 

Chad C. Rose 

IAMWAITING FOR THE RIGHT TIME 

There were no satisfying endings to his dreams, and of
ten, before he managed to fall asleep he would fuss with his 
pillow, move the illuminated alarm clock from his vision, 
place a pad by the night table and get out of bed for that 
last pee, standing there in a dull torpor. Lawrence Enders 
was almost forty-four and the years seemed to weigh him 
down. Oh, he still looked smart in his business suits, wore 
good rep ties and soft button downs from Triplers, but he 
knew something had been happening to dull his senses. 

In spring this year, he would dig out the old rotten twigs 
near the mailbox and plant the blue spruces he had seen 
last Sunday as they drove towards Larkwood. 

Helen sat in the front seat of the new four wheel drive, 
and Sam, small Larry and Jennifer rode in the back. Larry 
had a tic, a habit of coiling his pinky up his nose. 

"Mom, he's at it again," Jennifer yelled. "Little pig. He's 
so disgusting." 

Without turning her head, Helen spoke sharply. "Larry, 
for God's sake, stop it!" 

Larry flicked the booger at his younger sister who flinched, 
shaking her long straight hair as if a sweat bee had landed. 

Sam who had been reading his book, looked up. "I wish 
you would send me to a private school, so I can read and 
practice martial arts." 

His father whose eyes were fixed on the road said, "You 
know things are tight now. The house needs a new water 
heater, and this Rover was not free. Just cool it, all of you." 

The muscle below his temple twitched and he took a ciga
rette out of his pocket and lit it. 

"You promised. Oh, you said you wouldn't smoke in the 
new car." Helen's eyes fixed on the pale unhappy face of 
her husband of fourteen years. He had changed so much. 
Where was the spark that she had found so appealing? He 
needed a haircut, and he looked like a total stranger to her. 
Sundays were so difficuiL 



The road rose and to the left was a stone colonial with 
several small barns and cottages. Once Larry thought he 
might afford one of these country houses with orchards 
sloping for miles and perhaps, he would have his own cider 
mill. It was an attractive dream that the years made more 
remote. 

He was a technical writer for a large paper company, and 
over the years writing corporate reports and new product 
descriptions had made him dull. They lived with all the 
other young executives in a new colonial tract and he, like 
the house, was aging poorly. 

"I hate Larry." 

"I think you stink, Jen." 

Jennifer started to cry. "Why do we have to go out to this 
dopey place for dumb trees, and why do I have to sit where 
Larry keeps throwing boogers? He just farted. Mom." 

If Helen had second thoughts, she kept them to herself. 
Her children were savages, one worse than the other, ex
cept for Sam. Her heart hurt for the boy who had her col
oring and seriousness. He was becoming more remote each 
year. She could feel that he was escaping in the books and 
perhaps, of all of them, he would make something of his 
life. If only she could confide in her friends. But they were 
mostly in the same boat. Awful and dull, either in the choice 
of the husband or the wife. She felt herself an exile. 

"We should be coming to the tree farm soon." It was 
after three o'clock, and he would have to hurry to make it 
back before dark, unload the wagon and prepare the new 
brochure for next Wednesday. 

"Dad, can we go to Sanibel on spring vacation?" Larry 
asked. "All my friends have been, and they bring those 
neat shells to class." 

Larry senior winced. It was more than four years ago 
that they had taken any vacation at all, and it meant using 
relatives along the way to save on motels. His chest was 
tightening. "We'll see, Larry, how things go." 

"Bullshit," Sam muttered, but Helen heard. 

Whal if she took a Job? But Lawrence knew the only thing 

she loved was art and the gallery was a volunteer organiza
tion. Only the curator drew a salary. 

They were approaching the fork where the Howard Tree 
farm began. It was beautiful. 

Howard was still around. Eighty and robust, with a pot 
belly and ruddy face. He shook hands with Lawrence. "What 
sort of trees you looking for?" 

"Something to fill in the front of the house that faces the 
road. The noise and the dust of cars shooting by." 

"Yea. It's busy in the city." 

"We live in Farrington. It's not a city," Jen said. 

"To me, it is, sis." He winked at her 

They got out of the wagon and followed old Howard as he 
walked north on his property. The trees were full and beau
tiful, not the pathetic cut ones for Christmas, but full 
branched, and dark, almost green black. 

"Handsome things, aren't they." 

"I planted all these myself. It gives a man a good feeling 
to say he has something he's done that grew well. These 
are real beauties." 

Lawrence felt a spasm in his chest, as if he had rowed on 
the first day of summer. "I need about ten trees to make a 
little improvement." 

"Costs are up this year. These," and he pointed to some 
that were ten feet tall, "would run you a hundred and a 
quarter." 

"Apiece?" 
"Yea, can't let them go for any less. In the city, they're 

asking sixty dollars for itty bitty two and a half footers." 
Helen was watching Lawrence all the while. He was so 

pale. Was he coming down with something? They hardly 
ever had sex anymore. He went soft and would leave th 
bedroom, go downstairs and make himself a drink. 11 
wasn't the same. She knew she was as indifferent about 



him as he was to her. 

Helen drew her Larry aside. "These are more expensive 
than I thought. Can we really see our way to get any? Maybe 
three?" 

"Three trees for the front is like filling a bath tub with a 
measuring cup. I really had my heart set on it. It would 
make such an improvement." 

"Yes, we wouldn't see the passing parade." 

"I need to look at something good and tall and thriving. 
Helen, we have to do something. I feel as if we are living in 
a spoiled, dark box." 

"Howard, how much would you give off, if we took ten." 

"Same as I said. Installing them is extra." 

The kids had wandered down the road. It looked like a 
scene from a nineteenth century landscape: Jen in her red 
hat and jacket, and Larry in his dark blue ski jacket racing 
away and growing smaller. The trees would outlast them, 
Larry knew. Maybe even the house would be gone in a 
hundred years, but the trees would stand, bigger and stron
ger and surviving whatever the seasons or years dumped 
on them. Something of joy filled him. 

"I want them, Helen." 

"Larry the water heater. And the roof is getting soft 
around the chimney. You said so, last fall." 

"The trees." 

Suddenly the sky got very dark. A wind slammed itself 
against Larry and he closed his eyes. He was falling, falling 
to some place he could never reach in his uneasy sleep. 
The sky was lightening and the house was whole and light 
with new paint. The trees had filled in like a living senti
nel, perfect and clean. 

-Ariel
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A word is nothing more 

than a pattern of sound 

A twist of the lips 

a motion so round 

So let writing sing out 

and bring moments of joy 

from above and beyond 

like a lyrical toy. 

Michael R. Hilbert 


